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Abstract
Several di/erent techniques and software intend to improve the accuracy of results computed in a $xed
$nite precision. Here we focus on the CENA method that processes an automatic correction of the $rst-order
e/ect of the rounding errors the computation generates. This method provides a corrected result and a bound
of the residual error for a class of algorithms we identify. We present the main features of the CENA method
and illustrate its interests and limitations with examples.
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1. Correcting: why and how
The arithmetic implemented by the computers is an approximation of the real arithmetic that di/ers
in the (nite precision of the numbers this arithmetic provides and processes. The approximate result
computed in a $nite precision arithmetic represents the exact result with an accuracy that is at most
as good as the precision of the used arithmetic.
1.1. The aim: improving the accuracy of the result
As Higham does in [18], let us emphasize the two di/erent meanings of the usually similarly
considered words accuracy and precision.
1.1.1. The (nite precision of the arithmetic
It is an arbitrary small but a priori $xed quantity. In practice, this precision is a function of some
characteristics of the (hardware or low-level software) computer, as for example the number of bits
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in the binary mantissa of the Doating point numbers and the rounding mode. We denote by u this
$nite precision. We assume it is de$ned as a relative measure as we are particularly interested in
Doating point numbers; we have u¡ 1 indeed.
Let F be a set of Doating point numbers and D(x)∈ F be the rounded value belonging to F of
x∈R. The arithmetic with the given $nite precision u is de$ned in the set F when D(x ◦ y), the
evaluation in F of the elementary operator ◦∈ {+;−;×; =;√} satis$es for x; y∈ F,
D(x ◦ y) = (x ◦ y)(1 + ) with ||6 u; (1)
assuming that no overDow nor underDow occurs during the evaluation. The classic IEEE binary
Doating point arithmetic introduces two representation formats, the single and double precisions,
respectively de$ned by us ≈ 5:96 × 10−8 and ud ≈ 1:11 × 10−16 for the “round to the even
nearest” rounding mode [19]. Assuming u∈ F, relation (1) yields the following characterization
for the precision u in the “round to the even nearest” mode,
u = sup {x∈ F : D(1 + x) = 1}: (2)
1.1.2. The accuracy of the result
The second notion linked with the precision is accuracy. The accuracy of a computed xˆ describes
the error that exists between the real value x and its approximate xˆ. Since it maps the exact and
approximated values, this accuracy is not a priori de$ned in this case and depends on the algorithm
that computes xˆ. When this latter runs in the $nite precision u, it is reasonable to consider that xˆ
has an optimal accuracy when
xˆ = x(1 + ) with ||6 u: (3)
This relation generalizes the precision constraint (1) that the elementary operations satisfy in F to
the algorithm that computes xˆ.
It is clear that such a constraint is no longer necessarily satis$ed when the algorithm that returns xˆ
evaluates several elementary arithmetic operations. Few operations are suLcient to limit the accuracy
of a result, as for example in the following summation where we denote by Mu=u−1. Assuming Mu∈ F,
computing y = Mu + 1, then x = Mu − y with the precision u yields
D(y) = Mu;
so
D(x) = 0;
whereas
x = 1:
This algorithm does not satisfy relation (3) when it computes this xˆ. In this case, it is not diLcult to
de$ne an algorithm that computes xˆ= x, hence relation (3) is satis$ed with =0 and the computed
result is here the exact result.
1.2. What is to be done to improve the accuracy of the result
The previous example suggests several ways to improve the accuracy of the result computed with
$nite precision arithmetic.
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1.2.1. Increasing the precision of the computation
The most naive way is to run the same computation with a more precise arithmetic. The loss
of accuracy in the previous example decreases and even disappears with an increased precision
ui ¡ u.
This higher precision may be available from the hardware: this is generally the case with IEEE-754
double precision (when initial computations are processed with single precision). Beyond the double
precision, the IEEE standard introduces extended precision that de$nes the range of some parameters
for the arithmetic that can be implemented with hardware or software. Actual extended precision
di/ers according to the architectures. For SPARC processors, the software implementation of a real
quad-precision is available: it provides u ≈ u2d. For x86 processors, the extended precision gives a
smaller u ≈ u1:2d .
Multi-precision libraries that allow arbitrarily higher precision are numerous. Implementations of
these arbitrarily accurate numbers vary, e.g., an arbitrarily long mantissa and one $xed exponent,
or several $xed length components of di/erent exponent ranges. This latter type of implementation
bene$ts from using existing Doating point operators on each component and so have the more
interesting performances (that still remain quite low).
Since arbitrary precision generates a signi$cant overhead, some libraries minimize the loss of
performance compared to classic precisions by $xing an a priori format for extended precision. The
main implementations are Bailey’s [1] or Briggs’ [4] double–double libraries and Bailey et al.’s
[15] quad–double. They respectively provide precisions of about u2d or u
4
d implementing a Doating
point number with extended precision as the unevaluated summation of a pair or a 4-tuple of double
precision Doating point numbers. Concerning the performance of these libraries, Briggs indicates for
his double–double implementation an overhead ratio from 10 to 25 compared to the IEEE double
precision [4]; a ratio of at least 100 can be deduced from the measures of the quad–double library
presented in [16].
1.2.2. Re-writing the algorithms
A simple modi$cation of the instruction order in the algorithm of the previous example returned
the exact result. Re-writing the algorithms may allow to reduce the $nal error. Alas, such an approach
is not general enough since an optimal order of the instructions often depends on the e/ective values
of the data. Moreover, nothing guarantees that even if it improved, the accuracy of the computed
solution is suLcient.
The summation of n scalar values is the classic example of these two aspects. Summation algo-
rithms are numerous and most of them only di/er by the order of the successive additions. It is the
case for the recursive summation, without any particular order or sorted by increasing or decreasing
absolute values, and also for the pairwise summation [28] or the summation with insertions [33].
Other algorithms introduce new quantities and we consider them in the next paragraph. If the data
satisfy no particular hypothesis, none of the previous algorithms will systematically return a more
accurate solution than the other. Of course, when the n operands are for example all nonnegative,
the recursive summation with the increasing order minimizes the error in the computed result. Nev-
ertheless, nothing guarantees that this computed result is an accurate approximate of the exact sum,
neither that another algorithm does not return a more accurate result [18].
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1.2.3. Correcting the algorithms
In this article, we focus on this third kind of approach. The example of the summation allows us
to illustrate the improvement of the result accuracy thanks to a correcting process. These algorithms
are those that introduce other quantities than the operands. Such approaches are possible thanks to
the following proposition we recall for the set F of the binary Doating point numbers with arithmetic
operations “rounded to the nearest”.
Proposition 1 (Dekker [10]). Let a and b two <oating point numbers in F such that |a|¿ |b| and
sˆ= D(a+ b). We have
a+ b= sˆ+ ;
where  is the <oating point number in F computed as
= D(D(a− sˆ) + b):
This theorem proves that the rounding error in the addition of two Doating point numbers is also
a Doating point number and that we can exactly compute it with the Doating point addition itself.
Kahan applies this result to correct the summation of the n scalar values xi [20]. After each partial
summation si = si−1 + xi, his compensated summation algorithm computes the associated error i to
add it to the following term xi+1 before the computation of the next partial sum si+1. It is important
to be convinced that adding i to si does not modify si. This algorithm improves the error bound
for the computed sum by an order n compared to the summation algorithms we have previously
mentioned (while nu6 1). Nevertheless, the accuracy of the compensated summation does not ever
satisfy the optimal accuracy of relation (3).
Numerous variations of this type of correction have been proposed. Some accumulate the interme-
diate errors to apply a $nal correction only once or iteratively [29]. The most signi$cant improve-
ment is the double compensated algorithm Priest has proposed 25 years later [31] in his Ph.D. thesis
(supervised by Kahan). The double compensated algorithm assumes an initial sorting and yields a
quasi-optimal precision: the computed sum sˆ satis$es |sˆ− s|=|s|6 2u (while nu6 8).
This quest for the optimal precision induces a signi$cant overhead. For every partial summation,
the compensated algorithm and the double compensated algorithm introduce respectively three and
nine more additions (plus the initial sorting for the latter algorithm).
The automatic correcting method we present in the next section generalizes the principle
(computing a correcting term thanks to the intermediate elementary errors) to other algorithms than
the summation ones.
2. The principles of the CENA method
The automatic correcting method CENA consists in computing a linear correcting term together
with a bound for the errors introduced by the $nite precision computation of this correction. Let us
consider the set F of Doating point numbers with precision u. The elementary arithmetic operations
(+;−;×; =;√ ) in F satisfy relation (1), D(x ◦ y) = (x ◦ y)(1 + ), with ||6 u. We use the classic
notation zˆ=D(z) for the Doating point value zˆ. Let us present the main aspects of the CENA method
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considering the numerical evaluation fˆ in F of a function f of n real entries. To simplify, we assume
that f is a real scalar function.
2.1. Computing a linear correcting term
Computing x=f(X ) with the $nite precision u returns xˆ for the data X = (x1; : : : ; xn) in Fn. The
direct global error xˆ − x measures the loss of accuracy in the result xˆ. The computation of each
intermediate variable xˆk introduces an (absolute) elementary error k for k=n+1; : : : ; N and xˆ= xˆN .
For xˆi, xˆj and xˆk =D(xˆi ◦ xˆj) in F such that 16 i; j ¡ k6N , and ◦∈ {+;−;×; =;√}, the elementary
error k is de$ned with the following relation:
xˆk = xˆi ◦ xˆj + k = xk + k ; (4)
where xˆj = 0 when ◦= = and xˆi = 0; xˆj¿ 0 when ◦=√ .
The numerical evaluation of x in F is written as xˆ = fˆ(X; ∗), i.e., as a function of the data X
and the elementary rounding errors ∗ = (n+1; : : : ; N ). An approximate of order 1 with respect to
the elementary rounding errors of the global forward error xˆ − x is
L =
N∑
k=n+1
9fˆ
9k
(X; ∗) · k : (5)
Since x = fˆ(X; 0), the global forward error veri$es
xˆ − x = L − EL; (6)
where EL is the linearization error associated to L.
It is classic to apply relation (1) to bound every absolute elementary rounding error k in relation
(5). This yields a bound for the approximate |L| and neglecting the linearization error EL, one
obtains a bound for the global forward error [8,35]. Here we propose to use theorems such as the
Proposition 1 and associated algorithms to compute a correcting term ˆL and to derive a corrected
result Mx de$ned as
Mx = D(xˆ − ˆL): (7)
We compute ˆL evaluating relation (5) with $nite precision arithmetic. The partial derivatives are
computed with algorithmic (i.e., automatic) di/erentiation [14]. Elementary errors for addition and
multiplication are computed with Dekker’s algorithms [10]. Approximate value for the elementary
error for the division derives from [30], associated error bound is presented in [23] together with
the corresponding values and algorithms for the square root. These two types of computation—
elementary errors and partial derivatives—are well known but this combined application provides
the computation of the correcting term that is one of the original contribution of the CENA method.
The corrected result Mx su/ers from the linearization error EL and from a computing error EC. This
latter is introduced by the $nite precision computation of the partial derivatives and the elementary
errors in relation (5), and in the $nal correction (7). So a residual error shifts the corrected result
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from the exact one; this error veri$es
Mx − x =−(EL + EC): (8)
The accuracy of the corrected result depends on the minimization of this residual error.
2.2. Validating the correction for linear algorithms
The second aspect of the CENA method consists in associating to the corrected result Mx a bound
for the computing error EC. This value we denote BEC bounds the residual error when EL = 0. This
latter condition is satis$ed by the linear algorithms, a particular class of algorithms we identify in
this section.
We have already noticed that the order of the arithmetic operations in the algorithm may a/ect the
accuracy of the computed result. Linear algorithms are such that the global forward error xˆ− x is a
linear function of the elementary rounding errors k . It is easy to verify that the following de$nition
guarantees this property [24].
De nition 2. A linear algorithm in F is an algorithm that contains the operations {+;−;×; =;√}
and such that
(1) every multiplication D(xˆi × xˆj) satis$es xˆi = xi or xˆj = xj,
(2) every division D(xˆi=xˆj) satis$es xˆj = xj,
(3) every square root D
(√
xˆj
)
satis$es xˆj = xj.
Whereas introducing some restrictions, this de$nition is satis$ed by important and basic algorithms.
Let us cite for example,
• the summation of n scalar values,
• the inner product and so, most of the BLAS subroutines,
• the polynomial evaluation with the Horner scheme,
• the substitution algorithm to solve triangular linear systems.
Of course, parts of more general algorithms may verify De$nition 2. The partially global forward
error associated to these parts, considered as a function of the intermediate variables it contains, is
such that EL = 0. The two following results exhibit the relevance of the linear algorithm for the
automatic correction (7).
Theorem 3. When x is computed with a linear algorithm, the corrected result Mx only su>ers from
the computing error EC, i.e.,
Mx = x − EC:
The following corollary is proposed for a scalar result x but may be generalized to any x for IEC
being the ball (in an appropriate norm) of center Mx and half-diameter BEC .
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Corollary 4. Let BEC be an upper bound for the computing error EC, i.e., |EC|6BEC . The exact
result x and the corrected result Mx of a linear algorithm verify
x∈IEC = [ Mx − BEC ; Mx + BEC]:
The value BEC that bounds the rounding errors introduced by the automatic correction de$nes an
area IEC around the corrected result Mx and Corollary 4 guarantees that the (unknown) exact result
x belongs to this area. This property may also provide an a posteriori control of the accuracy of the
initially computed result xˆ. To implement this control, we have to compute the bound BEC ; we now
brieDy describe how to realize such a computation.
The dynamic bounding of the forward error with Running Error Analysis is a simple but eLcient
technique commonly used since Wilkinson [37]. Relation (1) could be written as
|x ◦ y − D(x ◦ y)|6 u|D(x ◦ y)|;
to derive a bound for the elementary error that appears when computing D(x ◦ y); hence this bound
is a function of values known during the computation, i.e., dynamic values. Accumulating these ele-
mentary bounds yields a bound for the global forward error when the algorithm has been processed.
For example, the error introduced by the $nal correction (7) veri$es
|e|6 u| Mx|:
Concerning the correcting term L, the evaluation of relation (5) consists in computing an iteration
similar to Dk = Dk−1 + dk × k (k = n + 1; : : : ; N ). A dynamic bounding of the error this iteration
introduces, neglecting the terms of order 2 with respect to u, is
|ek |6 |ek−1|+ u(|Dk |+ |dk × k |+ k |k |+ k |dk |): (9)
Let us remark that this expression only depends on computed quantities or that are known during
the computation. The real value k bounds the approximation error for the elementary error for the
division and the square root operator and equals zero in the other cases (the elementary error is
a computable Doating point number only in these latter cases). The bound k is computed with
the dynamic bounding of the forward error in the algorithmic di/erentiation process. Details about
these bounds k and the algorithm to compute k when algorithmic di/erentiation in implemented
in the reverse mode are presented in [22]. The bound BEC for the error introduced by the complete
correcting process derives from previous bounding and veri$es
BEC = u(eN + Mx):
Whereas being more realistic than the classic a priori bounds, this type of dynamic bound su/ers
from the known limitations of the worst case bounds. Except in some particular cases, BEC increases
with the number and the absolute values of the intermediate variables. In practice, we observe
some pessimistic behavior, and sometimes even overDows. We will nevertheless illustrate with the
following examples that this bound BEC allows us to prove that some (noncorrected) computed results
are invalid and to have a better understanding of the sensitivity of the computation to the rounding
errors.
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2.3. User and implementation aspects
A well-known constraint when developing such facilities is to minimize the modi$cation of the
original software and so the user e/ort to apply such techniques. Overloading operators of typed or
object languages provide the easiest way to realize such an objective. This is the case for example
with C++, Fortran 90 and Ada; the CENA method is currently implemented with/for these two
latter languages.
2.3.1. User aspects
We brieDy describe the classic and very simple main steps to apply the correcting method to an
original program written in such a language.
(1) Include the CENA library with appropriate with or use clauses.
(2) Change the original Doating point type to the corresponding corrected Doating point type, e.g.,
real (that can be a user-de$ned type) is changed to a real. Every arithmetic operator existing
for a real variable has an overloaded counterpart for the a real variable.
(3) De$ne the entries x1; x2; : : : ; xn, e.g., calling the CENA subroutine entry(X).
(4) Correct the chosen variables after they have been computed, e.g., calling the CENA subroutine
correct(Z) after Z:=f(X).
(5) The functions VALUE(Z) and BOUND(Z) return the corrected value and the associated bound of
real type.
Steps (1)–(3) are localized in the declarative section of the program or of the part of the program to
correct (procedure, function, subroutine). Step (4) generates the computation of relation (5), i.e., the
algorithmic di/erentiation of the selected part of the program (between entry(X) and correct(Z))
and corresponding elementary errors. Step (5) ensures an easy use of the corrected values in the
rest of the program with no more modi$cation.
2.3.2. Implementation aspects
These computations use values hidden in the intermediate variables of type a real. Roughly,
each arithmetic evaluation xk = xi ◦ xj of an intermediate result xk generates together with its
value, the corresponding elementary error k and the associated error bound (k in relation (9)),
the variables it depends (xi; xj), the corresponding partial derivatives (9xk=9xi; 9xk=9xj) and asso-
ciated error bounds (part of the k in relation (9)); all these values are components of the vari-
able xk of type a real. Algorithms are detailed in [22]. Current implementations use an over-
loaded implementation for the algorithmic di/erentiation process. More eLcient techniques may
be implemented to improve the performance of corrected subroutines; see [7,14] for recent
entries.
We sum up in Table 1 the relative timing overheads introduced by the computation of the elemen-
tary errors in the $ve arithmetic operators the IEEE-754 standard supports. These overheads derive
from algorithms presented in [10,23,29] and relative timings of the arithmetic operators described in
[34]. The computation of the elementary error in the multiplication depends a lot of hardware char-
acteristics. For example, the classic Dekker’s decomposition [10] needs 16 Doating point additions
or multiplications. When a Fused Multiply and Accumulate instruction (FMA) is available, e.g., in
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Table 1
Relative timing overheads in the elementary rounding error computation (assuming t± = t× = t; t= = 10t; t√ = 20t [34])
◦ ± × × with FMA / √
t(◦)=t◦ 2 16 2 2.9 3
IA’64 family processors [27], this computation only needs 2 FMA (that is similar to 2 Doating point
additions or multiplications).
3. Applications
The following examples illustrate the main bene$ts and limitations when applying the CENA
method. The computations and corrections we propose hereafter are processed with IEEE-754 single
precision to allow us to easily compare corrected results with computations in extended precision,
that is here the IEEE double precision. We recall that this double precision is slightly more precise
than twice the single precision (53 and 24 mantissa bits, respectively). Presented experiments have
been processed with a Sun Ultra5 workstation (SunOS 5.7, Solaris 1.3) and Fortran 90 (WorkShop
Compilers 5.0, Fortran 90 2.0).
3.1. Summation and inner product
3.1.1. Example 1
We consider the computation of the inner product X TY , for X =(1; 1; : : : ; 1)T and Y =(1; 2; : : : ; 2n;
−1;−2; : : : ;−(2n))T. These vectors are chosen to generate a large loss of accuracy when computing
X TY . There is no overDow for the chosen dimensions of the vectors (2n + 2). The exact result
veri$es X TY =0. In Table 2 the results of the single and double precision computation of X TY are
respectively xˆ and xˆd, REB is the traditional running error bound for the double precision result xˆd
and the single precision correction of xˆ yields Mx and its associated bound BEC .
3.1.2. Example 2
Approximating ex for negative values of x with its Taylor series expansion is a well-known
example of “catastrophic cancellation” [17,26]. The more negative the value of x the worse the
result. In the latter reference, Higham computes with eight summation methods the 64 $rst terms
of the approximation of e−2. In Table 3, we extract from [17, Table 6.1] the error measures for
the recursive summation in the original ordering, recursive summation in decreasing ordering and
Kahan’s compensated algorithm. In this case, the second algorithm (decreasing order) yields the more
accurate result (but requires to store and sort the operands). The compensated algorithm (without
sorting) is very similar to the correction of the recursive summation in the original ordering (see
Remark 5 in the next discussion). We compute the corrected original recursive summation (64 terms)
for some Doating point values around x=−2. Corrected results and associated relative error bounds
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Table 2
Inner product X TY computed with single precision (xˆ), corrected single precision ( Mx; BEC) and double precision (xˆd) with
associated running error bound for vectors of dimension 2–220
Dimension Single precision Corrected single precision Double precision
xˆ Mx BEC xˆd REB
2 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000000E+00 2:220E-16
...
...
...
...
...
...
48 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000000E+00 3:725E-09
50 2.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 2:384E-05 0.000000E+00 7:451E-09
52 4.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 4:863E-05 0.000000E+00 1:490E-08
...
...
...
...
...
...
80 6.553600E+04 0.000000E+00 7:968E-01 0.000000E+00 2:441E-04
82 1.310720E+05 0.000000E+00 1.593E+00 0.000000E+00 4:883E-04
...
...
...
...
...
...
106 5.368709E+08 0.000000E+00 6.528E+03 0.000000E+00 2.000E+00
108 1.073741E+09 0.000000E+00 1.305E+04 2.000000E+00 4.000E+00
110 2.147483E+09 0.000000E+00 2.611E+04 4.000000E+00 8.000E+00
...
...
...
...
...
...
218 3.868562E+25 0.000000E+00 4.703E+20 7.205759E+16 1.441E+17
220 7.737125E+25 0.000000E+00 9.407E+20 1.441151E+17 2.882E+17
Table 3
Relative error in the approximate e−2 from its Taylor expansion (64 terms) computed with three recursive summation
orderings (original, decreasing, compensated); results are from [17, Table 6.1]
Summation ordering Original Decreasing Compensated
Relative error 5:11E-4 1:87E-7 5:11E-4
BEC=e
x (ex being approximated with the double precision elementary function library) are presented
in Table 4.
3.1.3. Example 3
We consider N inner products P =
∑n
i=1 xiyi, where xi; yi are random numbers from the
Normal(0,1) distribution. For n = 1024, we generate N = 2000 inner products that su/er from
signi$cant cancellation in IEEE single precision: every computed sum satis$es |P|=∑i |xiyi|¡ 10−2.
We compute these inner products in IEEE single precision, corrected single precision and double
precision.
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Table 4
Relative error and relative bounds BEC =e
x in the approximate ex from its Taylor expansion (64 terms) around x = −2,
when the original recursive summation in IEEE single precision is corrected—the reference values for ex are computed
with a double precision elementary function library
x Original error Corrected original
Error BEC =e
x
−6.00 6:85E-4 4:38E-8 2:63E-7
−6.25 9:23E-4 1:42E-8 7:12E-7
−6.50 6:85E-4 2:56E-8 8:06E-7
−6.75 7:14E-3 3:55E-8 9:78E-7
−7.00 3:33E-3 7:69E-9 2:92E-6
Table 5
Average values of the relative error, the relative error bound and percentage of results with “full length” accuracy
(compared to the double precision result rounded to single precision) for 2000 inner products P =
∑1024
i=1 xiyi, xi; yi from
Normal(0,1) distribution and |P|=∑i |xiyi|¡ 10−2
Average values Single precision Corrected single prec. Double precision
(|P|=∑i |xiyi| ≈ 1:41E-3)
Relative error 2:20E-6 1:74E-7 ×
Relative error bound 2:49E-4 1:28E-7 4:64E-13
% “exact” result 5.2 56.9 ×
In Table 5, we report the average values for the current relative errors and associated error bounds.
(i) Line 1: we evaluate the current relative error in the two single precision results (without and
with correction) considering the double precision result rounded to the single precision as being
exact. This approximation is reasonable for the considered number of operands (n = 1024 here)
and corresponds to the classic inner computation with double-the-input precision. The accuracy of
this result is optimal for the single precision, i.e., bounded with the single precision u, since the
corresponding (relative) running error bound is smaller than u (line 2, last column). (ii) Line 2:
we report the traditional running error bound associated to the noncorrected computations (columns
2 and 4) to compare to the BEC bound provided by the correcting method (column 3); traditional
running error computation is described for example in [18, pp. 72–73]. (iii) Line 3: we present the
percentage of corrected and noncorrected results with an optimal accuracy, i.e., results equal to the
rounded double-the-input precision computation (denoted by “exact” sum).
3.1.4. Discussion
These $rst examples illustrate several characteristic aspects of $nite precision computation and
automatic correction.
(1) For a given algorithm, increasing the precision often only delays the e/ect of the rounding errors
(compare xˆ and xˆd). In Example 1, the single and double precision computations su/er from
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a global error that increases as 2n−nu , where n¿ nu, a bound depending on precision u (here,
nus = 49 and nud = 107).
(2) The linear correction is not equivalent to increasing the precision. In Example 1, the corrected
result Mx here equals the exact result for all dimensions such that the initial computation of xˆ
does not overDow. The two other examples illustrate the general eLciency of the correcting
method for not too ill-conditioned problems (we will focus on this aspect in the next section).
The accuracy of the corrected result is of the order of the used precision (here the IEEE single
precision). Example 3 exhibits that the number of results with an optimal accuracy may be
signi$cantly improved; Example 1 is one of these cases.
(3) In Example 1, comparing columns xˆ and BEC proves that the results for xˆ computed in
single precision are false for n¿ 24. We have indeed |xˆ|¿BEC , whereas Corollary 4 ensures
|x|6BEC .
(4) The dynamic bound BEC agrees with the current residual error on the corrected result and so
validates the corrected result. In Example 1, the bound BEC is however pessimistic since here
EC =0. The bound BEC increases as the absolute value of the largest computed terms (here as a
power of 2). Since Mx= 0, such a large value for BEC may be interpreted as a Dag detecting the
presence of catastrophic cancellation in the computation (subtraction of operands with similar
magnitudes). The computation of BEC mainly relies on running error bound (see Eq. (9) where
u is the current precision). Since it bounds the computing error in the correcting term ˆL, BEC
is tighter than the running error bound in the noncorrected result xˆ. Nevertheless since it applies
to the computation performed in the original precision u (here in single precision), reliability
intervals IEC are larger than those given by the running error bound in the result computed with
extra precision (double precision here). Example 1 (compare BEC and REB bounds in Table 2)
and Example 3 illustrate these properties.
(5) Example 2 is a simple summation. Correcting the original summation with the CENA method
consists in computing every elementary error i generated by the intermediate additions and
accumulate it in the correcting term ˆL (partial derivatives equal to one in relation (5)). This
coincides with the $rst iteration of the recursive summation proposed in [29]. In the compensated
algorithm (compensated in Table 3), intermediate elementary errors are accumulated in the next
operand. These three corrections introduce a similar overhead: about 3n additions are necessary
to sum n operands (see Proposition 1 and Table 1 for timing overhead). The overhead for the
BEC bound simpli$es to about n additions and is similar to the traditional running error bound in
recursive summation. Thus CENA applied to the sum of n numbers costs about 4n Dops. Such
an overhead is particularly interesting in Example 2 where the corrected summation yields (in
this case) the same level of accuracy than the best pre-ordered method (decreasing order). These
corrected algorithms are valuable alternatives when sorting is impossible (operands depending
on previous partial sums or iterative summations) or too expensive (very long summation).
Of course, none of these algorithms ensures a tiny forward relative error (as provided for
example by the pre-ordered double compensated summation in [31] or “distillation algorithms”
[3,12,21,31]); one may refer to [17,18] to more detailed comparisons of summation algorithms
and other references).
(6) Inner product introduces n multiplications before the summation we have just considered. Again
the partial derivatives simplify in relation (5) and the main new part of the correction is the
computation of the elementary error in the multiplication. We verify that correcting an inner
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Fig. 1. Solving and correcting Lx = b for dimensions 1–20.
product of dimension n needs 19n Doating point additions or multiplications or 5n FMA; 2n
additions yield the associated BEC bound.
3.2. The corrected result is twice more accurate than the initial result
We now illustrate the average behavior of the linear correcting method and how the problem
condition a/ects its eLciency. We solve a lower triangular linear system Tnx = b, of dimension n,
using the forward substitution algorithm xi = (bi −
∑i−1
k=1 Tikxk)=Tii, for i = 1; : : : ; n.
We introduce the following matrices Tn and right-hand members b of dimension n, with Doating
point entries, such that the accuracy of the computed solution xˆ decreases (exponentially) with n.
The components of the solution x are not Doating point numbers. We explicit these systems Tnx= b
in the appendix. We verify that the maximum loss of accuracy for xˆ satis$es max16i6n |xˆi−xi|=|xi|=
|xˆn − xn|=|xn|.
In Fig. 1, we present the relative accuracy of the solutions computed in single and double preci-
sions, and the accuracy of the corrected single precision solution with its associated relative bound
BEC=|xn| for n from 1 to 20.
The accuracy of the noncorrected solutions decreases with shifted but similar behaviors. This result
agrees with the classic a priori bounds derived from the condition number of matrices Tn; it also
illustrates the “delay e/ect” of increasing the precision we have previously observed. The accuracy
of the corrected solution has a di/erent evolution: we clearly identify three regimes of correction.
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(1) The correction is optimal for n6 8. Since the solution x does not belong to F, it is here
impossible to compute this exact value and D(x) is the solution with the best accuracy. We
verify that Mx ≈ D(x) for these values of n and | Mx − x|=|x| ≈ us.
(2) When 96 n6 19, the accuracy of the single precision corrected solution is similar to the classic
double precision computation. We recall that the IEEE-754 double precision is more precise
than twice the IEEE single precision. This di/erence justi$es the slight shift in Fig. 1 between
the curves of the single precision corrected results (◦) and the double precision ones ( ). An
example less sensitive to this di/erence (where these two curves are closer) is presented in [22].
Let us note that for n¿ 8 the relative error in the result to correct xˆ is larger than 1, i.e., the
value of xˆ mainly consists in this error.
(3) The last regime of correction appears when n¿ 20. The corrected solution is Mxn = 0. Here we
have D(L)= xˆ and the correction yields D(xˆ−ˆL)=0. This is the extreme case of the limitation
introduced by the precision u to the correcting process (7) we detail hereafter.
Let us explain how this behavior is characteristic of the correction Mx = D(xˆ − ˆL) processed with
precision u and when the correcting term L is a good approximate of the actual error, i.e., for
linear algorithms and a reasonable computing error eN in L. From relations (1) and (3), we have
Mx = (xˆ − ˆL)(1 + 1);
and in the most favorable case for the correcting term,
ˆL = (xˆ − x)(1 + 2);
with |1|; |2|6 u. We derive the following bound for the accuracy of the corrected result Mx,
| Mx − x|
|x| 6 u
(
1 +
|xˆ − x|
|x|
)
: (10)
The classic estimate for the accuracy of the result of a backward stable algorithm processed in
precision u is (see [18] for example),
|xˆ − x|
|x| ≈ #u;
where # is a condition number of the problem we solve. So relation (10) explains the two $rst
regimes we have described.
(1) The corrected result has about the optimal accuracy
| Mx − x|
|x| ≈ u;
when the accuracy of the initially computed result is such that #u1, i.e., the problem is not
too ill conditioned with respect to the precision of the computation. This case corresponds to
the $rst range of the system dimension n (the condition number of the system Tnx=b increases
exponentially as its dimension, see the appendix for details).
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(2) When the problem is too ill conditioned with respect to the precision u, #u¿ 1, and the accuracy
of the corrected result now veri$es
| Mx − x|
|x| ≈ #u
2:
This estimate justi$es that the behavior of the corrected computation is similar to a noncorrected
computation processed in double precision. This is the case for the second range of dimensions
of Tn (and associated condition numbers) as we previously remarked.
The bound BEC exhibits a similar behavior. The relative value BEC=|xn| bounds the actual relative
error, quite tightly in the $rst regime and then with more pessimism. Let us note that in the particular
case when the dimension equals 6, the upper bound veri$es BEC=|x6|¡ |xˆ− x|=|x|¡ us, that does not
contradict the previous explanation. As in the previous example, the bound BEC proves the inaccuracy
of the solution initially computed with single precision.
The two last regimes highlight the intrinsic limits of the correcting methods processed in $nite
precision u when only one $nal correction is applied. The relative accuracy of the corrected solution
is limited by the $nal subtraction (7) in $nite precision. A theoretical study of the existence, the
consistence and the uniqueness of a correcting term c in F such that Mx = D(xˆ + c) with Mx and xˆ in
F, is presented in [9].
3.3. Intermediate corrections stabilize the algorithm
The previous example suggests to apply the automatic correction before the computed result
becomes too inaccurate, i.e., before the end of the computation. We have already mentioned the
bene$t to correct linear parts of algorithms that are not (globally) linear. The stability of algorithms
sometimes depends on the accuracy of intermediate computations. This is the case for example for
Newton type iterative methods. These three reasons justify the need to correct intermediate variables
during the computation.
It is well known that computing a polynomial root with the Newton iteration is sensitive to
rounding errors in the neighborhood of multiple roots. The computation with $nite precision may
be unstable, or may terminate incorrectly (by a division by zero) or may return poor approximate
of the expected root [32]. Increasing the precision in the Newton iteration here limits these e/ects.
When the polynomial p and its derivative are evaluated with the Horner scheme, we can use the
automatic linear correction to compute the following corrected Newton iteration:
xk+1 = xk − Mp(xk)Mp′(xk) ; k = 0; 1; : : : : (11)
The values Mp(xk) and Mp′(xk) are computed by applying the automatic linear correction to polyno-
mials p and p′ for every iterate xk .
The choice of the stopping criterion is another important aspect of the computation in $nite
precision of iteration (11) within the neighborhood of a multiple root. We do not detail here the
di/erent possible strategies. Since we have corrected values Mp(xk), we chose to stop iteration (11)
when the absolute residual satis$es | Mp(xk)|¡&′, where &′ is about &, the smallest positive Doating
point number. We chose &′ = 1:0× 10−37, since & ≈ 1:2× 10−38 in IEEE single precision.
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We apply the Newton iteration, without and with correction, to approximate the root of multiplic-
ity 6 of polynomial p(x) = (x − 1)6, the developed form of this polynomial being evaluated with
the Horner scheme. The following results are computed for x0 = 2; other initialization values yield
the same conclusions. With Fig. 2, we present the iterates computed without correction in single
and double precisions and the corrected iteration (11) computed with single precision. Noncorrected
iterations become quickly unstable and stop for approximates that fortuitously cancel the residual
p(xk). We observe for example x100 = 1:1120 8498 in single precision, whereas some previous iter-
ates are more accurate approximates of the expected root. The corrected iteration (11) appears to be
stable and stops for x29 = 1:0060 0839. The accuracy of this approximate veri$es |x29 − 1| ≈ u1=3;
this relation agrees with the theoretical estimates when the computation is processed with preci-
sion u2. We encounter again the same kind of behavior we have illustrated with the linear system
solving.
3.4. A complementary application of the CESTAC and CENA methods
The previous example illustrate the bene$t to automatically correct some intermediate variables.
The diLculty hence lies in identifying such sensitive variables. Up to our knowledge, no general
method that realizes this objective exists. This last example presents one case where the complemen-
tary use of the CESTAC and CENA methods provides the localization of such variables and then
processes enough improvement of the accuracy of the solution to identify the origin of this loss of
accuracy.
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Table 6
x(0) k xk Mp(xk)
|xk−xk−1|
|xk | BEC
x0− 7 0.4284 9594 3:70E-12 0.0 2:60E-14
x0+ 6 0.4286 4692 4:83E-12 0.0 9:19E-15
We assume that the reader knows the principles of the CESTAC method and in particular, the
way this method de$nes and computes a number of signi$cant digits that are guaranteed by the
CADNA software (implementing the CESTAC method), and also the way to use the speci$c value
@:0, called a stochastic zero, for example within the stopping criteria for iterative methods. We
address the reader to [6,36] for more details about this method.
Let us consider the computation of the double root x∗=3=7 of polynomial p(x)=1:47x3+1:19x2−
1:83x+0:45; the other root being y∗=−5=3 [5]. We compute the Newton iteration with IEEE single
and double precisions for x0=0:5. These iterations respectively stop for k=16 and kd=25 and return
the approximates x and xd that cancel the residual at the computer precision, i.e., pˆ(x) = pˆ(xd) = 0,
where pˆ is the Doating point evaluation of p in the considered precision. The relative accuracies of
x and xd, respectively 2:4× 10−5 and 1:7× 10−9, agree with the theoretical results if one knows it
is a double root, which is generally not the case.
The principle that governs the joint application of the two methods is rather natural here. First
we apply the CESTAC method to stop the Newton iteration as soon as the accuracy of iterate xk
is no more improved. In our case, the Newton iteration computed with the stochastic arithmetic
implemented by CADNA stops for p(x9) =@:0 and x9 = 0:4287. The CADNA software guarantees
the three $rst digits of x9.
Then we use the corrected Newton iteration (11) to improve the accuracy of the next iterates.
The result CADNA guarantees suggests several initialization values x0 such that x0−6 x06 x0+,
where x0− = 0:4280 0000 and x0+ = 0:4289 9999 for the single precision. We chose to initialize the
corrected Newton iteration (11) with the two values x0− and x0+. The next Table 6 sums up these
computations with the IEEE single precision.
These two computations stop both for |xk−xk−1|=|xk |=0 (k=6 or 7 is the number of iterations until
convergence), that ensures an optimal accuracy for the iteration, but converge to two approximates
Mx∗−=0:4284 9594 and Mx∗+ =0:4286 4692 that di/er after the third digit. The bound BEC and the value
of the corrected residual Mp(xk) prove that none of these values is a zero of the corrected polynomial.
Other choices of initialization values between x0− and x0+ return similar convergence.
This example illustrates a well-known e/ect of $nite precision when computations occur in the
neighborhood of a multiple root of a polynomial with real coeLcients. The perturbations generated
by representing these coeLcients in $nite precision change the double root (here) in two single
separate roots x∗− and x∗+.
We verify that the values Mx∗− and Mx∗+ computed with the corrected iteration are approximates with
an optimal precision of x∗− and x∗+. To do it, we use the software of symbolic computation Maple
to localize the roots of polynomial pˆ. We de$ne this polynomial pˆ as pˆ(x)= aˆ3x3 + aˆ2x2 + aˆ1x+ aˆ0,
where aˆi = D(ai) is the (rational) exact value of the binary representation in single precision of the
coeLcient ai of p (06 i6 3). Limiting the root separation with Sturm sequences to intervals being
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signi$cant of this single precision, Maple computes
I− = [0:4284 9593; 0:4284 9594] and I+ = [0:4286 4691; 0:4286 4692]:
We verify that the values computed with the corrected iteration belong to these intervals, i.e., Mx∗− ∈ I−
and Mx∗+ ∈ I+. Fig. 3 presents the Doating point evaluations at the neighborhood of these values of
polynomials p and the corrected Mp with its associated bound BEC , all these quantities being computed
in single precision. The numerical experiment agrees with the result of the symbolic computation.
At this level of precision, the correction allows us to identify the separation of the double root.
4. Conclusion
We hope you are convinced that automatic correction is an interesting way to improve the
numerical quality of the software with more accuracy at $xed precision. The correcting process is an
alternative to the naive augmented precision with a similar simplicity of use thanks to its automation.
It remains now to appreciate the respective pros and associated costs of the two approaches.
This question is on the cutting edge since important current developments to normalize the BLAS,
the basic components of the linear algebra software, integrate for the $rst time operators and subrou-
tines that can use more precision than the input and output [2,13]. These techniques have recently
provided the improvement of the accuracy and the performance of some scalar or parallel algorithms
[11]. These improvements are based upon the use of the libraries that increase the precision we have
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described in the beginning of this paper, e.g., “double–double” in [25]. Would the use of automatic
correction provide di/erent improvements?
With this summary of the main aspects of the CENA method, we have illustrated the intrinsic
limitations of a $nal correction process. It seems we have less highlighted the proper limitations of
the method as for example those coming from the order 1 approximation. It is perhaps because the
propagation of rounding errors is, excepted for pathological cases, most of the time a linear process.
Now we have to distinguish two levels of automatic correction. First, “auto-correcting” algorithms
automatically correct their computation, as for example the compensated or double compensated
algorithms of summation. Then, more general methods that aim to correct larger ranges of algorithms,
as the CENA method we have discussed. Since this method aims to be general, its eLciency is
optimal neither for the accuracy improvement nor for the performance, even if the overhead of
a double precision corrected computation is very similar to the use of the existing double–double
libraries. Anyway we have identi$ed some cases when the linear automatic correction generates
existing “auto-correcting” algorithms. So we may conclude that a good way to use the CENA
method is as an interactive tool for numerical experiments to improve the numerical quality of the
computation. When interesting corrections have been identi$ed, the principles of an “auto-correcting”
algorithm are de$ned and then can be inlined.
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Appendix A
The triangular linear systems Tnx = b, of dimension n (16 n6 20), we use in Section 3.2 are
de$ned from the following dimension 20 matrix T20 and vectors,

100 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
−24 1 . . . ...
24 −24 1 . . . ...
−24 24 . . . 1 . . . ...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...
24
. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0
−24 24 24 −24 1




0:01
−0:01
0:02
−0:04
...
1310:72
−2621:44


=


1
− 0:25
0:5
−1:0
...
32768
−65536


:
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Table 7
n 2 5 6 7 10 15 20
#(Tn)u 2:92× 10−8 3:80× 10−2 8:75× 10−1 2:013× 101 2:45× 105 1:58× 1012 1:01× 1019
The system with dimension n (16 n6 20) is the subsystem extract from the previous system
beginning at Tn(1; 1). The components of Tn and b but not of x are binary Doating point numbers.
We derive the components of b (and x) knowing that bi+1=bi =−2, i¿ 2 (and so xi+1=xi =−2).
The following Table 7 presents for di/erent dimensions n (16 n6 20) of the matrix Tn the
values of the classic accuracy estimate #(Tn)u using the Bauer–Skeel componentwise condition
number #(Tn)= ‖|T−1n | · |Tn‖|∞, and the precision u= us ≈ 5:96× 10−8 of the IEEE single precision
(computation of #(Tn) is from Matlab).
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